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Topics of the
guideline

Deals with the official position of the UITP regarding wheelchair access to
metro systems and gives hints to the members how to provide
accessibility

Description of
the guideline

In March 2001, the UITP Policy Board adopted an official position on
access to public transport services.
This move was aimed at fundamentally revising the Association’s attitude
in order to make it reflect the demographic, social and cultural changes
within our society more closely.
This position stipulates that UITP’s members will strive to:
• “[…] design accessible infrastructure, when refurbishing older facilities
or planning new ones, including interchanges (level boarding, signalling,
lifts, ramps, passenger information etc.).”
and, in particular, recommends allowing that:
• “[...] access for wheelchairs to underground infrastructure [...] be
provided, as long as the overall safety of wheelchair users and other
passengers can be ensured, even in emergency cases.”
Nevertheless, owing to the scale and difficulty of these
recommendations, the issue of wheelchair users in underground
infrastructures warrants a more detailed examination. This is the purpose
of the present briefing paper, which is based on the report (“Study of
wheelchair accessibility in metro systems”) produced and approved by
the UITP Metro Committee (“Operations” Subcommittee).
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